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Bussnang, 5 April 2019

The Giruno Gotthard train has been granted an operating licence
The Swiss Federal Office of Transport (FOT) has issued an operating licence for Stadler’s new SMILE
high-speed train, called Giruno by SBB, to run at 200 km/h in single traction on the Swiss network.
According to today’s announcement by SBB, it is planned to put the Giruno into operation gradually
from early summer 2019.
On 4 April 2019, the FOT granted Stadler’s new SMILE high-speed train an operating licence to run at 200
km/h in single traction. This clears the way for the new Gotthard train to travel with passengers on the Swiss
rail network for the first time. The SMILE has successfully reached all the project milestones so far. Since April
2017, several hundred test journeys have taken place in the four intended operating countries – Switzerland,
Italy, Germany and Austria.
The Giruno offers a high level of comfort and large luggage racks
The Giruno has a total of 810 seats for passengers, covering a length of up to 400 metres in double traction.
The trains are equipped with a low-floor entrance for the different platform heights in Switzerland, Austria and
Italy (55 cm) in relation to Germany (76 cm). This is an SBB première for a single-decker, multiple-unit train.
The Giruno exceeds the requirements of the Law on Equal Rights for Persons with Disabilities; it has around
twice as many wheelchair-accessible places and toilets as legally stipulated. The trains can also provide a
great deal of comfort: they offer good reception for mobile devices, power outlets at all seats, large luggage
racks, gender-separated toilets and a modern lighting concept with energy-saving LED lights. The whole
interior is spaciously and brightly designed.
29 new trains for increased demand on the new transalpine routes
The Gotthard Base Tunnel, the longest railway tunnel in the world, was opened at the end of 2016. At the end
of 2020, the Ceneri Base Tunnel will complete the flat railway through the Alps. To meet the increase in
demand expected as a result, SBB has ordered 29 multiple units with an option for up to 92 additional trains
from Stadler, which can travel at speeds of up to 250 km/h. The vehicles are eleven-part electric multi-system
units. Stadler developed and built the new train in just 23 months from the order date in October 2014 – only
three months later it has been commissioned. It was presented to the public for the first time at InnoTrans
2016. Stadler calls the high-speed train family «SMILE», while the SBB has given them the name «Giruno»,
derived from the Rhaeto-Romanic word for buzzard.
Caption: The Giruno on Lake Zug
Follow Stadler on LinkedIn, Xing and Facebook
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About Stadler
Stadler has been building trains for over 75 years. The system provider of rail vehicle construction solutions
has its headquarters in Bussnang in Eastern Switzerland. It has a workforce of over 8,500 based in various
production and engineering locations as well as more than 40 service locations. Stadler provides a
comprehensive range of products in the heavy and urban transport segments: high-speed trains, intercity
trains, regional and commuter heavy rail trains, underground trains, tram trains and trams. Stadler also
manufactures main-line locomotives, shunting locomotives and passenger carriages, including the most
powerful diesel-electric locomotive in Europe. It is the world’s leading manufacturer in the rack-and-pinion rail
vehicle industry.
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Disclaimer
This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of offers to purchase or subscribe for shares. This
document is not a prospectus within the meaning of Article 652a of the Swiss Code of Obligations, nor is it a
listing prospectus as defined in articles 27 et seqq. of the listing rules of the SIX Swiss Exchange AG or of any
other stock exchange or regulated trading venue in Switzerland or a prospectus under any other applicable
laws. Copies of this document may not be sent to jurisdictions, or distributed in or sent from jurisdictions, in
which this is barred or prohibited by law. The information contained herein shall not constitute an offer to sell
or the solicitation of an offer to buy, in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would be unlawful prior
to registration, exemption from registration or qualification under the securities laws of any jurisdiction. A
decision to invest in securities of Stadler Rail AG should be based exclusively on the offering memorandum
published by Stadler Rail AG for such purpose. Copies of the offering memorandum, the pricing supplement
and any other supplements to the offering memorandum can be obtained free of charge in Switzerland from
Credit Suisse AG, Zurich, Switzerland (e-mail: equity.prospectus@credit-suisse.com), UBS AG, Swiss
Prospectus Switzerland, P.O. Box, 8098 Zurich, Switzerland (voicemail: +41 44 239 47 03; fax number: +41
44 239 69 14; e-mail: swiss-prospectus@ubs.com) and Stadler Rail AG, Investor Relations, Ernst-StadlerStrasse 1, 9565 Bussnang, Switzerland (tel: +41 71 626 86 80; e-mail: ir@stadlerrail.com).
This document is not for publication or distribution in the United States of America (including its territories and
possessions, any State of the United States and the District of Columbia), Canada, Australia or Japan or any
other jurisdiction into which the same would be unlawful. This document does not constitute an offer or
invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities in such countries or in any other jurisdiction into which
the same would be unlawful. In particular, the document and the information contained herein should not be
distributed or otherwise transmitted into the United States of America or to publications with a general
circulation in the United States of America. The securities referred to herein have not been and will not be
registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the «Securities Act»), or the laws of any state,
and may not be offered or sold in the United States of America absent registration under or an exemption from
registration under the Securities Act. There will be no public offering of the securities in the United States of
America.
The information contained herein does not constitute an offer of securities to the public in the United Kingdom.
No prospectus offering securities to the public will be published in the United Kingdom. This document is only
being distributed to and is only directed at (i) persons who are outside the United Kingdom or (ii) to investment
professionals falling within article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion)
Order 2005 (the «FSMA Order») or (iii) persons falling within Articles 49(2)(a) to (d), «high net worth
companies, unincorporated associations, etc.» of the FSMA Order, and (iv) persons to whom an invitation or
inducement to engage in investment activity within the meaning of Section 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 may otherwise be lawfully communicated or caused to be communicated (all such persons
together being referred to as «relevant persons»). The securities are only available to, and any invitation, offer
or agreement to subscribe, purchase or otherwise acquire such securities will be engaged in only with, relevant
persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents.
Any offer of securities to the public that may be deemed to be made pursuant to this communication in any
member state of the European Economic Area (each an «EEA Member State») that has implemented Directive
2003/71/EC (as amended, including by Directive 2010/73/EU, and together with any applicable implementing
measures in any EEA Member State, the «Prospectus Directive») is only addressed to qualified investors in
that EEA Member State within the meaning of the Prospectus Directive.
This publication may contain specific forward-looking statements, e.g. statements including terms like
«believe», «assume», «expect», «forecast», «project», «may», «could», «might», «will» or similar
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expressions. In addition, this publication includes certain financial targets. These forward-looking statements
are not guarantees of future financial performance and the actual results of Stadler Rail AG could differ
materially from those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements as a result of many factors.
Such forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
which may result in a substantial divergence between the actual results, financial situation, development or
performance of Stadler Rail AG and those explicitly or implicitly presumed in these statements. Against the
background of these uncertainties, readers should not rely on forward-looking statements. Stadler Rail AG
assumes no responsibility to up-date forward-looking statements or to adapt them to future events or
developments. Except as required by applicable law, Stadler Rail AG has no intention or obligation to update,
keep updated or revise this publication or any parts thereof following the date hereof. Investors are strongly
urged not to place undue reliance on any forward looking statements.
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